Hari Om
Nature of MIND
Mind being a conscious matter can only receive or attain the qualities or attributes of objects
to what it is attached to or associated with.
Therefore you are what your mind is.
Intents and motives of the mind behind actions become severe cause Karnas for future lives
to be good or bad. Of these, our intention wishing or expecting some body (good or bad) to
experience suffering or the happiness we derive from the suffering and downfall of others -are the worst bad karmas which will bind now (here) and in future lives with immense
suffering. By wishing bad and constantly working with ill wishes for destruction of others one
cannot be successful or peaceful or happy in life even with greatest talents or circumstances.
Never wish or expect anyone to experience suffering.
We can see many people are not happy in spite of being rich, talented or hardworking mainly
due to this stinking habit of thinking or wishing bad for others. This is caused mainly by
hatred or resentment. Harbouring resentment is like -- drinking poison and expecting other
person to die. If your mind is associated with disease you will be sick and if your mind is
associated with cure or health you will be healthy.
This is a simple logic.
This can also be understood from Puranas - How Kamsa being a demon by action got
liberated as his mind was constantly dwelling in Lord Krishna even though it was out of fear
or Sishubala who got liberated as his mind was constantly associated with the Lord Krishna
even though the attachment was due to hatred.
Mind will always attain the qualities or intentions of objects to which or whom it is attached to,
so always remember to associate your mind for positive, constructive purpose, good
objectives and healthy goals.
Simple e.g., - while watching a game or sport in a TV, not knowing both teams or players, our
Minds will habitually say or expect -- that a particular person or team should lose , such
thoughts will bring bad cause karmas to experience real suffering in future lives. You can
expect a player or your favourite team to win without thinking negatively for the other player
or team.
Only by developing neutral or positive attitude towards your enemies or strangers such
intentions and consequently bad karmic seeds can be avoided. This is the Teaching.

Neecha Grahas and Planets in inimical houses denote such intents of individuals from their
past lives.
Instead of attaching your mind to a wrong goal or objective or to a bad cause or to a fake hero
or to an unreal worldly pursuit -- Attach your mind to the Supreme Lord with devotion who will
transform you to permanent state of Bliss which is Lord's innate quality.

GF Blessings. Om Tat Sat.

......... Guruji Dr KV
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